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A distinguished professor of physics has been divorced for several years and
seeks a suitable companion using an internet dating service. For eleven weeks
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he is certain that he is communicating with an attractive model when he is
actually being manipulated by a gang of drug-smuggling criminals. After drugs
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suppress all the several defense arguments which strongly prove his innocence.
This true and amazing story provides an important lesson and is essential
reading for everybody who uses the internet.
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Love is a very dangerous emotion
By Linda soper on 5 Aug. 2017

Most recent customer reviews

Veriﬁed Purchase

Three Stars
breathtakingly predictable.

God Paul what you went through. I can only say my heart goes out to you. I have been going through a
very similar thing myself. A few people on my Facebook account have put me at risk, I have come out of it
with being in extreme debt to my pay pal account. I have been lucky compared to you. Mind you
blessings to you and I hope you have a very happy life. You deserve it. Facebook can be so dangerous.I
can honestly say but for one person on Facebook I would have got into more trouble. There are some
really good people out there and there are some wicked. I think they pick on the ones that aren`t really
streetwise and I am going to tell my story on here, just to warn others. Love is a very dangerous emotion.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?
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Published 23 months ago by D. Falush

Ok
It's ok but it's a book you can put down at any time, ok
for the money , short story
Published on 4 Mar. 2015 by rebecca

A transparently open account of a
horriﬁc mistake
If something seems to be too good to be true, then it
probably is. Paul, a top theoretical physicist, was lonely,
and as many people do, he registered on a dating site.
Read more
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“Baby I like your way”, P. Framptom
By A. Canil on 23 Feb. 2015
“Baby I like your way”
I look at the cover of the book, and I ponder why it was chosen; then the words of Peter Frampton come
to mind, “Baby I like your way”. The truth will out.
Renaissance men were true Jacks of all trades, and master of them all. They are also extinct, and we have
reverted to being mere Elizabethans who whilst good in some areas are plainly deﬁcient in others. There
are some of course who are a tad more under-supplied as they actually believe they are good at all they
do. Take for example Paul Frampton who apparently is very good physicist (I am in no position to judge
his achievements in that ﬁeld), but who is an appalling writer or, perhaps worse, an abysmal editor of his
ghost writer. His opera prima (opera minima) that goes by the punning name of “tricked” (for the noninitiated a “trick” is the name given by escorts to their clients) is evidence of it, if not of anything else.

Published on 4 Feb. 2015 by Dr. Robert Rich
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His novella starts by his portraying himself as lovelorn adolescent who falls for one of the oldest tricks in
the book (I apologise for bad punning), and proceeds to narrate his exploits in a semi grandiose manner
blissfully unaware he is shooting himself in the foot. Believing himself a humble chronicler of events he
sounds as pompous as the ﬁctitious 23rd Earl in Mike Leigh’s 1992 masterpiece “A Sense of History”.
Frampton attempts to portray himself as man “more sinned against than sinning” but ends showing his
darker side, his vanity, his haughty disregard of others, his inborn belief that he is not one of the lads but
their better, and by a mile. And just like the character in this brilliant short ﬁlm, the more he unwinds his
yarn the more he gets snarled in it and our initial sympathy turns into contempt. Read more ›
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4 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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A fantastic short read about a successful man's experience and the ...
By IJC on 14 Feb. 2015
A fantastic short read about a successful man's experience and the dangers of online dating. The internet
can be seen as diving into the unknown and there are one too many online scams these days. This true
story is very well written, has great suspense and intriguing knowledge. I eagerly turned the pages to
read more. I would recommend this book to anyone who is interested in online dating.
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